Agree on scope and timing of this consulting engagement based on customer’s objectives

Amazon Redshift instance provided by AWS and Matillion ETL for Amazon Redshift provided by Matillion

Launch Amazon Redshift and Matillion ETL for Amazon Redshift, managed by SHI

Connect external data source through Matillion ETL for Amazon Redshift

Build out an end-to-end data pipeline, including:
- Data transfer
- Transforming data in Amazon Redshift

Template copy provided for the remainder of the project high performance, while enabling your organization to focus on more strategic business priorities.

Customer ready solutions

AWS offers secure, scalable solutions that help you achieve your business needs through a combination of AWS services and APN Partners that have attained AWS Competency designations. Learn more about this solution or find out how to get started with a proof of concept.

“Our CTO couldn’t believe the ETL was actually working the first time he saw it because our old custom processes took hours and the new packages run in around 2 minutes.”
- Field Nation

“Amazon Redshift is great for housing data, and Matillion is great for getting it there.”
- Brightcove